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Introduction
It doesn't get much hotter than watching sexy sluts going down on each other while cameras are around
to capture it all.  These lusty ladies squeal while they squirm and writhe in pure sexual delight as they
pleasure each other like no guy ever would.  Lesbian Pink is huge DVD porn site perfect for anyone
who enjoys watching hardcore lesbo shows!

Adult Review
Seeing two or more sexy sluts going to town on each other by kissing and licking their gal pal's sexy body is one of the
greatest sights you can ever witness.  When no dicks get in their way, whores feel they can bring a whole new level of sexual
energy onto a wet Lesbian Pink pussy party.  Watching them flicking their best friend's clit with their hot tongue is sexy
enough to make even this Tongue hang out and salivate!
  
  You'll be treated to 4020 full length all girl DVDs at Lesbian Pink. These are all DVDs released to video stores years ago, so
the content isn't all new but it's all worth watching. Also, not all of the movies are lesbian only. There are about 800 full
DVDs (with about 3,000 scenes of lesbo fucking sex) but there are also some guy on girl action titles as well.
  
  The only real downside to Lesbian Pink is the way they sort their DVDs.  You can search for specific porn whores or
studios, but the results you get back will include non-lesbian titles that they're also associated with.  It's not really a big deal,
but if you're really scared of seeing hard dicks, then make sure you search with care!
  
  All of the porn DVDs are available as single scene downloads.  The only format that's available is WMV, but you're able to
choose from four different speeds, including a 720 x 480 resolution clip that's been encoded at 2000Kbps.  It's not true HD
like the tour says, but you'll soon forget once you see the sexy strap-on sex!  All of the clips can even be streamed, but since
no DRM is used you may as well download all you could and wait for a rainy day to watch them. The site tour also promises
free access, and Lesbian Pink does deliver.
  
  Signing up for a short term trial membership won't cost you a nickel.  When you enter your information pay attention to all
the check boxes, if you're not careful you'll end up paying for memberships to other sites that you may or may not be
interested in.  There is way too much lesbian sex to go through during a quick trial period so you'll end up allowing it to
convert to the monthly membership anyway most of the time. 
  
  Once you become a full monthly member, loads of other hardcore content will become available to you. A full list of these
extra included XXX sites can be found next to this review.  Hot picture sets are also available and categorized, with plenty of
girl on girl sets.  The resolution is huge at 1200 x 783, so these are definitely worth a look and may be good enough reason to
go for the monthly membership right from the start.

Porn Summary
Seeing teens screwing one another is always fun, and if they're both girls you've just been blessed with two Lesbian Pink
pussies for the price of one! 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'A massive lesbian DVD collection'
Quality: 84  Updates: 95 Exclusive: 78 Interface: 80
Support: 80 Unique: 75    Taste: 79        Final: 83
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Porn Niches
Cum Shots, Free, Group Sex, Hardcore, Interracial, Lesbian, Lingerie, Massive, PornStars, SexToys, Softcore

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.98 Preview: 3 Days for FREE! Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 25,000 Videos: 4,020
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